FLAVOURS

f lavours

BARBARA SWEENEY GETS THE
SCOOP ON AUSTRALIAN ICE-CREAM
MAKERS AND COFFEE FARMERS.

MEET THE PRODUCER
Zeta Grealy, Carool, NSW
A dream to grow coffee fuelled the
purchase of a small property in
Carool in northern NSW for Marc
and Zeta Grealy 22 years ago.
Being city born and bred, neither
knew the first thing about farming,
let alone how to grow, harvest or
process coffee. In those early days,
while Marc continued to work as
a Qantas pilot, Zeta took on the
farm management. “Once coffee
is established, it’s relatively low-maintenance,” she
says. “We’ve also stayed small, with between four and
five thousand trees on nine hectares.” With the goal of
producing a fine single-origin coffee — the Grealys grow
Arabica — Zeta began to explore the world of roasting,
a side of the business they have sold to roaster Richard
Bradbury. Zeta is dogged about spreading the word, about
her own Wirui Estate-grown coffee and the Australian
industry and acts as a judge in various coffee competitions.
It’s become a daily habit. “We always have coffee on the go
here,” she says. 0407 413 339; wiruiestate.com

NUTS ABOUT MACADAMIAS

Rainforest Foods captures the subtle creamy
flavour of macadamia nuts in a natural
spread. With no heat used in processing, the
texture is light and fluffy. $12.95 for 170g.
(02) 6680 8199; rainforestfoods.com.au
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At Powlett St Ices in
Kyneton, Victoria,
Susan Gould and
Graham Moore aim
to pack their ice-cream
with flavour and not
thickeners, flavour
extracts or colourings.
“Purity is the goal,” says
Graham. The insider tip
is that the flavours, such
as Balsamic Strawberry
and Vanilla Bean (left)
are steeped in the
ice-cream base before
churning. Available to
buy direct with delivery
or collection around
Kyneton, $14 for 480ml.
powlettstices.com

IN THE SPIRIT

Spirits’ journalist Luke
McCarthy — we’re talking booze
here, not ghosts — hit the road
to dig up the stories behind
our world-class distilleries. Gin?
Whisky? Vodka? The scene is hot
right now. McCarthy travelled
from Raymond Dessert III’s
Hoochery rum distillery north
of Kununurra in WA to Lark
Distillery in Tasmania, makers
of very fine whisky, by way of
St Agnes Distillery, founded by
the Angove family in Renmark,
SA, in the early 1900s. It’s
a terrific book, alive with the
stories about the spirited
individuals in this industry.
With The Australian Spirits
Guide (Hardie Grant Books,
$39.99) in hand, you’ll want
to seriously re-evaluate your
drinks cabinet.

Mount Zero’s pink lake salt is an inspired
collaboration with the Wimmera’s Barengi
Gadjin Land Council. Together, they harvest
mineral-rich pink salt in west Victoria. Then
they add herbs from Glenelg River Herbs.
(03) 9315 1415; mountzeroolives.com

IN SEASON

When the temperature soars,
here’s a salad to cool things
down. Using a vegetable peeler
or a mandolin, shave slices
of green and yellow zucchini
and a small fennel bulb. Place
in a bowl and fold through
handfuls of torn mint, flat-leaf
parsley and Sicilian green
olives. Dress with lemon juice
and olive oil to taste, and finish
with grated parmesan.
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